We establish that the Smith normal form of a polynomial matrix in F[z]nxn, where F is an arbitrary commutative field, can be computed in NCF.
Introduction

Any matrix
A over a principal ideal domain may be brought into the Smith normal form (SNF); the form is entirely computed within the domain of the entries and consists in a diagomdization of A. From a theoretical point of view [7] the form is well known and has many applications, both in the integer case [22] and in the polynomial case [7, 12] . From an algorithmic point of view, polynomial time algorithms are known for a sequential computation of the SNF with integer entries [17] or polynomial ones [16, 14, 23] . In parallel, finding a fast algorithm is still a difficult question in the integer case, since the problem relies on integer gcd computations.
In the polynomial case, fast algorithms may be found in [14, 15, 10, 11] 7] . Every non singular matrix A(z) of F[xpxn is equivalent to a unique matrix S(x) which is in Smith normal form:
The non unity diagonal entries St($), 1 < i~a, of S(x) (in the reverse order) are called the invariant factors ofd(z). 
. !{, S(z)).
Since the diagonal entries of S(z) satisfy the d@islbdity property and from the unicity of the Smith form, S(z) is the Smith form of A(z). u Theorem 3 Let F be a commutative field of characteristic zero or a finite jield, and A(x) be a non singular matrix in
with the degrees of the entries bounded by n. If F contains at least n2 + 1 elements then the problem of computing the Smith normal form of A(z) is in hfC~, otherwise the problem is in AfC$.
Proof. For more details on the construction of normal forms for matrix pencils we refer to [7] . Applying lemma 1, the problems reduces to the problem of computing the Smith form of a nz by nz matrix A(z) of degree 1: A(x) = Al z+~o. The purpose of the proof is to show that this latter problem reduces to Frobenius normal form computations. Since~ (t) is non singular, if #F > nz there exist c in F so that det(d"l c + A-o) # O. If this is not the case, q = #F < nz, we work in a field extension h' of F containing n2 + 1 elements, in particular, a convenient c is found in K. Let U = Alc + AO. Multiplying A(z) by U-l on the left we obtain:
Using similarity transformations, U-l Al can be brought into where Co and Cl are quasi-companion matrices, CO corresponding to the null eigenvalues of U'1 A-l and Cl corresponding to the non zero eigenvalues. The transformation is done by first computing the Frobenius form of U-l Al, which gives the invariant factors S1(z), sz(z), . . . . so(z) of U-l&, and next, by computing the polynomials s:(z) = s, (z)/zU' where a, is the highest degree so that Zaa divides s,(z), for 1 < i < a. The matrix CO is quasi-companion of dimension~-~=1 u,, it consists of the companion blocks associated with the Za$. In the same way, Cl is the quasicompanion invertible matrix which blocks are the companion matrices associated to the s:(x).
Then, if P is such that P-l(U-l A~)P = C, let
Notice that 1 + (z -C)CO is unimodular.
Multiplying by
Cl-l, we finally get:
A(3)(x) = 1:c)1A(2)(X)
Since only constant matrices have been used for the transformation of A(z), A(z) and A(3)(z) are equivalent matrices: they have the same Smith normaJ form. Furthermore, since V(z) is unimodular, the Smith form of A(3)(z) is the Smith form of Z1 -W: applying theorem 2, the problem reduces to the computation of a Frobenius normal form. The Frobenius form of W gives the invariant factors and the Smith form of~(z) and of A(z).
It remains to establish that the computation can be done in NC~.
Once W is computed, we know from [20] that its Frobenius form so the Smith form of A(z) can be obtained iñ C~.
To finish with making the proof, it is easy to see that W can also be computed in NC~{.
The convenient value for c may be found by evaluating simultaneously det (Al c + A.) for c = O,..., nz. The matrix C is fast computed also C@g logq n)operations in F, and from [6] a~-th root can be computed in 0(log2 (log~n) +log(q)) operations in F. Hence the totaJ parallel time is 0(log2 (n)(log2 (log, n) + log(q))) over F. As announced the problem is in JVC~. Q
Since it appears to be quite huge, we will now spend only a few words on the processor-demand of our algorithm.
If O(Lf(n)) and O(P(n)) operations are sufficient to respectively multiply two n x n matrices and two polynomials of degree n over F, the overall demand of the algorithm in [20] for the Frobenius form is 0(n5ikf(n)). The computation of the Smith form consequently requires O(n1°Lf(n2 )) processors if #F > n2 and 0(n]0ikf(n2)P(log n)) otherwise,
The results we have given so far are all in terms of counting operations in F. In addition, for "concrete fields", our algorithm does not suffer from exponential coefficient-size blow-up.
Let us assume for example that the input matrix A(z) has polynomial entries with the degrees bounded by n and which coefficients are rationaJ numbers with lengths bounded by n. We have seen that computing the Smith form of A(z) requires to compute matrix inverses and Frobenius forms of matrices with rational entries: their sizes clearly depend polynomially on n. Since the algorithm in [20] for the Frobenius form runs in three steps involving only operations (characteristic polynomials, squarefree decompositions and gcd) on polynomials which coefficients are entries of the inpnt matrix, we deduce that our computation of the Smith form involves only elements of lengths polynomial in n.
As said previously, the algorithm of this section has a main drawback:
since it relies on the algorithm in [20] , it makes use of squarefree decomposition of polynomials and requires assumptions on the ground field F. Next section intends to show how this can be avoided.
SNF over F[z]: F any field
The Smith form of a matrix A(z) will be computed as above from the Frobenius form of constant matrices.
For the Frobenius form itself, no fast parallel algorithm running over any field was known.
We are going to show that the algorithm in [21] , which directly computes the Jordan form, may be used: from the entries of the Jordan form that lie in an algebraic extension of F, the entries of the Frobenius form in F can be recovered.
Two main difficulties have to be bypassed:
We are going to deal with algebraic numbers represented as roots of polynomials over F. Unfortunately since squarefree decomposition is not available, some expressions involving such numbers may be hard to (ii).
simplify. This will occur for the computation of the invariant factors if a naive method is used. 
From the Jordan form to the Frobenius form
The construction we use to obtain a transformation for the Frobenius form from a transformation for the Jordan form may be found in [7] . Let B be a matrix in Fn 'n and J its Jordan form.
Any transformation PJ for the Jordan form has a well known structure.
Definition
2 Let PJ be o transformation for the Jordan form i.e. PJ is such that J = P~l BPJ, Let [jl, j',..., jk] be k consecutive columns of J corresponding to a k-Jor-dan block associated with any eigenua!ue Aj of B. The corresponding columns~], pz, . . . . pk] of I'J constitute a length k Jordan chain associated with AJ. It satisfies:
The vector p,$ is called end of the Jordan chain, it is such that:
The two first reiations ensure that starting from Pk, the chain is exactly of length k, the Range condition gives that the chain is not included in a longer chain. In addition, the minimat polynomial Of pk is an elementary diViSO~(X '~j)k.
Next lemma is based on classic results, we omit its proof. Lemma 2 For any invariant factor s,(x) of B, if the vectors p~), p$), . . . ,pj) are ends of Jordan chains associated with the Jordan blocks corresponding to s,(z), then .9,(z) is the product of the minimal polynomials of the p~'), 1<1<8. (k'6)(A), p2 -8 ends of Jordan chains PI (k'o)(A), . . . ,p$@)(A). These vectors are computed using:
Given k and~, for~L the P\''')(J) Lemma 3 Let B be a matrix in Fnxn.
Let the structure of the Jordan form of B be given by the polynomials J$k)(A), l~ii, k<n,andletp{ k,$)(~) 1 < ; <6, be the correspond- And the polycyclic form~= P~l (A) BPO(A) is directly obt ained, here it coincides with the Frobenius form:
[1 000-1 c= 1000
010-2" 0010
Observe that this last step involves only standard computations over the polynomial fractions in A and leads to constant companion matrices.
4.4 A fast parallel algorithm for the Smith form
From lemma 4 and from arguments similar to those used for theorem 3, our finaJ result follows immediately.
Theorem
4 For F a commutative field and a non singular matrix A(z) in F[z]nx" with the degrees of the entries bounded by n, the probtem of computing the Smith normal form of A(x) is in~C~if F contains at least n' + 1 elements, and is in NC% otherwise. 
